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	Break through the hype and learn how to extract actionable intelligence from the flood of IoT data


	Key Features

	
		Make better business decisions and acquire greater control of your IoT infrastructure
	
		Learn techniques to solve unique problems associated with IoT and examine and analyze data from your IoT devices
	
		Uncover the business potential generated by data from IoT devices and bring down business costs



	Book Description


	We start with the perplexing task of extracting value from huge amounts of barely intelligible data. The data takes a convoluted route just to be on the servers for analysis, but insights can emerge through visualization and statistical modeling techniques. You will learn to extract value from IoT big data using multiple analytic techniques.


	Next we review how IoT devices generate data and how the information travels over networks. You’ll get to know strategies to collect and store the data to optimize the potential for analytics, and strategies to handle data quality concerns.


	Cloud resources are a great match for IoT analytics, so Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and PTC ThingWorx are reviewed in detail next. Geospatial analytics is then introduced as a way to leverage location information. Combining IoT data with environmental data is also discussed as a way to enhance predictive capability. We’ll also review the economics of IoT analytics and you’ll discover ways to optimize business value.


	By the end of the book, you’ll know how to handle scale for both data storage and analytics, how Apache Spark can be leveraged to handle scalability, and how R and Python can be used for analytic modeling.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Overcome the challenges IoT data brings to analytics
	
		Understand the variety of transmission protocols for IoT along with their strengths and weaknesses
	
		Learn how data flows from the IoT device to the final data set
	
		Develop techniques to wring value from IoT data
	
		Apply geospatial analytics to IoT data
	
		Use machine learning as a predictive method on IoT data
	
		Implement best strategies to get the most from IoT analytics
	
		Master the economics of IoT analytics in order to optimize business value
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Office 2010 Web Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	Enhance your Microsoft Office 2010 experience with Office 2010 Web Apps!


	Office Web Apps complement Office, making it easy to access and edit files from anywhere. It also simplifies collaboration with those who don’t have Microsoft Office on their computers. This helpful book shows you the optimum ways you can use...
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Web Applications (Hacking Exposed)McGraw-Hill, 2002
"This book goes a long way in making the Web a safer place to do business." -- Mark Curphey, Chair of the Open Web Application Security Project

Unleash the hackers' arsenal to secure your Web applications

In today's world of pervasive Internet connectivity and rapidly evolving Web technology, online security is as...
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Google Hacking for Penetration Testers, Volume 2Syngress Publishing, 2007
A self-respecting Google hacker spends hours trolling the Internet for juicy stuff. Firing off search after search, they thrive on the thrill of finding clean, mean, streamlined queries and get a real rush from sharing those queries and trading screenshots of their findings. I know because Ive seen it with my own eyes. As the founder of the Google...
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Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 InternalsApress, 2009
Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 Internals covers the internal architecture and implementation of the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) version 7 product set and how other IBM products extend it. It presents information to enable administrators, developers, and architects to learn about the aspects of WAS that apply to them:

...
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Building Probabilistic Graphical Models with PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	Solve machine learning problems using probabilistic graphical models implemented in Python with real-world applications


	About This Book

	
		Stretch the limits of machine learning by learning how graphical models provide an insight on particular problems, especially in high dimension areas such as image...
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Digital Video Broadcasting: Technology, Standards, and RegulationsArtech House Publishers, 1999


	Many books and articles on the transition of television from analog to

	digital transmission have been published in recent years. This transition

	is still in its infancy, but it will inevitably take place in the years to

	come. Due to digitization, the existing barriers between audio, video, and

	data generation and transmission...
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